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1 – EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 – Introduction
The Transparent Approach to Costing (TRAC) process creates a lot of useful information and as the
sector continues to respond to Government policy changes, this data is becoming of more interest.
However, a current drawback which limits the use of the data is that it is not available until six
months after the end of the year to which it relates. This timing is also out of step with when
governing bodies consider the audited financial statements for the same year, therefore the
strategic benefit to institutions of obtaining and using TRAC derived data is considered limited under
current arrangements.
This project explores:
 the scope for streamlining institutional processes for preparing the TRAC return
 the potential for institutions to complete their Annual TRAC returns earlier and bring
forward their Transparent Approach to Costing for Teaching (TRAC(T)) reporting to coincide
with the submission of the Annual TRAC.
To understand where efficiencies could be made in the process, the group has analysed governance,
system design and data analysis within their own institutions. Alongside these discussions, the
group also debated why earlier reporting would be beneficial and how systems and processes would
need to change to enable an earlier submission.
In supporting the development of this guide, the TRAC Support Unit observed a group of volunteer
institutions as they planned and prepared for the 2014-15 TRAC process. Drawing on the TRAC
Regional Groups’ guide ‘TRAC - The Easier Way’, the group identified a number of processes that can
to be improved in order to accelerate the production of their TRAC returns.

1.2 – Understanding how to improve the efficiency of TRAC processes
There are a small number of issues that affect the efficiency of the TRAC process and in turn the time
taken to produce the return. These relate to the governance and sign-off of the TRAC return; the
preparation of the input data (e.g. cost drivers or time allocation information) for the TRAC model;
and the resources available to deliver the TRAC return.
To fully understand the issues and possible solutions, TRAC Oversight Groups and senior
management teams are encouraged to consider and challenge:
 how efficiencies could be identified within TRAC processes
 whether TRAC processes are operating efficiently
 how TRAC data can bring efficiencies to other institutional procedures
 whether TRAC reporting could be brought forward.
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This guide refers to a number of opportunities for simplifying TRAC systems and procedures in
response to the new TRAC guidance. We summarise:
 how governance arrangements could be streamlined
 where system design and operation could be improved to generate efficiencies
 consider whether other factors deemed to have impact on efficient delivery could be
addressed.
The Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) Data Futures project is also likely to lead to more
regular in-year reporting to HESA. Over time this will improve the quality of data and make
accessing complete data sets at different points in the year easier. Therefore the proposals made in
this guide align with the direction of travel for data in the sector.

1.3 – Improving the efficiency of the TRAC process
The project identified a variety of positive steps that can be taken to increase the efficiency of the
TRAC process. A number of these require a certain amount of planning and adjustment, however a
number represent ‘quick wins’ that institutions can embrace with ease. Figure 1 summarises the key
steps in the TRAC process. The opportunities for streamlining TRAC models involve challenging all
inputs and steps in the process to identify alternative, more efficient practices.
Figure 1: Summary of the TRAC process
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1.4 – Improving the efficiency of your TRAC models and enabling earlier
TRAC reporting
A range of opportunities have been identified by the group to both simplify the TRAC process and/or
smooth out the peaks in workload. An ‘ideal’ timetable of activities has been developed to
accompany the opportunities detailed below. This is shown in Chapter 3.
A key step that has helped a number of institutions to get positive engagement with the TRAC
process is to embed the process in the institution. This is achieved by the data being used for
internal purposes and therefore engagement is increased and greater priority given as it has
relevance beyond being a return to the Funding Councils.

1.4.1 – Governance arrangements
The key enabling factors for the institutions that achieved the ‘ideal’ delivery plan were as follows:
 shared responsibility
 support and buy-in of the Oversight Group to make earlier reporting happen
 up-front planning and adopting a project approach to production of the TRAC return and all
of the associated inputs.
Institutions that use TRAC for purposes beyond the main returns also achieved greater success in
modifying and streamlining their processes. We describe in the guide that the business drivers for
the information in these cases dictate the timing and greater priority that is attached to delivering
the information. This also reinforces the emphasis that this guide places on leadership as a key
enabler to increased efficiency in the process.
The opportunities for institutions to explore in streamlining their governance of the TRAC process
include:


Adopting a project approach to the TRAC process and developing a delivery plan that has
shared responsibilities – Institutions that administer the production of the TRAC return as a
project, following common project management principles, have found that the preparation
of the TRAC return can be streamlined. Strong project planning enables responsibility for
parts of the process to be shared with confidence, and provides a basis against which critical
paths can be identified, and progress tightly controlled and monitored.



Apply the materiality concept – TRAC guidance allows a materiality test to be applied to
decisions in designing the TRAC model. It is common for some institutions that their TRAC
models have evolved to be very detailed and complex. The group identified some
apprehension about using the concept as the model needs to be run with the different
variables to determine whether there is a material impact. This should not be a deterrent as
it provides strong evidence for the rationales for the decisions taken in designing the model
and once proven, the decision stands for a number of years.



Reduce the number of TRAC Oversight Group meetings – Through the more managed
process described above, scope was identified to reduce the number of TRAC Oversight
Group meetings to three a year. This will reduce preparation time and the workload of
those attending the meetings.
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Challenge the preparation process for TRAC using the ‘ideal’ timetable – TRAC processes
have become well developed in institutions and therefore gaining acceptance for
considering a different approach can be challenging. The group found that working towards
the ‘ideal’ timetable enables positive changes and is enabled by determined leadership.



Perform reasonableness checks throughout the preparation process rather than just prior
to submission – When reasonableness checks are performed at the end of the process,
additional work can be created at the eleventh hour to address issues. The group identified
that undertaking certain checks as the process develops can reduce the time needed at the
end of the process to meet the TRAC requirements. It also enables any issues to be
identified early.

1.4.2 – System design and operation
A number of opportunities, additional to the quick wins detailed above, relate to the design of the
TRAC process. We summarise below the steps to take to enable greater efficiency in the process:
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Working with draft cost driver data – For many institutions, the TRAC process only
commences once all of the finalised cost driver and financial data is received. This is a key
reason for submission dates being viewed as immovable. Institutions are encouraged to use
draft cost driver data to test the integrity of the TRAC model and to enable early
reasonableness checks to be undertaken. The likelihood of significant issues being
encountered later in the process is then reduced;



Embrace workload planning – An increasing number of institutions are improving their
approach to workload planning. It is important that the primary purpose of the process
remains to support the management of the institution, but it can be adapted to meet TRAC
requirements. This could reduce a significant administrative burden if the Time Allocation
Survey (TAS) process is ceased and workload planning (WLP) data used in its place.
Institutions should consider this development;



De-cluttering the TRAC model – Models have frequently evolved over time and as a result
they can address a number of TRAC requirements that have since been removed. Some
institutions have retained previous TRAC requirements in their models to support their
internal purposes. However, where this is not the case, reviewing and amending the TRAC
model to remove steps that are no longer required is encouraged;



Embracing the reduced TRAC requirements – The TRAC requirements that were removed in
the new TRAC guidance have not necessarily been removed from TRAC models. Institutions
should use the mapping document1 that compares the old to the new requirements to
identify steps that can be removed from the TRAC process;



Engage estates teams in the preparation of the estates data – In most cases estates data is
already provided by estates departments, but often the TRAC teams spend large amounts of
time correcting or adapting the information for use in the model. Institutions should engage

www.hefce.ac.uk/funding/finsustain/trac/
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earlier with the estates team to enable them to understand how the information is used and
the format it is required in. This should reduce the time spent by the TRAC team.
Other opportunities that have either been dismissed or are subject to further work include:


Standard indexation– This is not being taken forward at the current time. It was considered
as part of the TRAC guidance redevelopment project and dismissed by the TRAC
Development Group (TDG) as standard rates cannot reflect the diverse range of institutions
and cost pressures. It would also begin to detract from the principle of TRAC being
institution-specific and reflective of the full economic cost;



Standard estates weightings – The group identified that it could be useful if there were
standard estates weightings for sector or peer groups. An institution is exploring this
outside of this project and a Regional Group has also considered this issue. TDG will seek to
understand the outcomes of this work and consider it further once the work is concluded.

1.5 – Exploring the potential for earlier TRAC reporting
The guide explains that there is an emerging view that for the TRAC data to better inform governors
and the institution on sustainability and other management issues, it needs to be available earlier
than it is at present. The opportunities identified throughout this guide will contribute towards
making earlier TRAC reporting possible over time. However, to make earlier reporting a reality,
determined leadership is required and for a number of institutions it will require a re-think of their
current practices.

1.5.1 – Earlier reporting of TRAC(T)
The consensus view is that earlier reporting of TRAC(T) is not only achievable, it is also considered
helpful. The group noted that reporting Annual TRAC and TRAC(T) together enables a broader range
of reasonableness checks to be performed which enhances the accuracy of the returns. It also
achieves some efficiencies as models do not have to be revisited multiple times.
A key barrier to this until 2014-15 was the availability of the pre-populated TRAC(T) returns. During
2014-15 access to TRAC(T) templates earlier in the submission cycle for English institutions helped
accelerate TRAC processes within participating institutions.

1.5.2 – Earlier reporting of Annual TRAC
Earlier reporting for Annual TRAC is, by comparison, more difficult to achieve, but with sufficient
planning and determination could be achieved over time. The pattern and timing of submissions has
been reviewed and there are not large numbers of institutions submitting in advance of the
deadline. However, the project team identified that a number of institutions do have their returns
prepared earlier, but do not physically submit them until close to the deadline.
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The benefits of earlier preparation of the return include enabling greater scrutiny and consideration
by governing bodies, alignment with institutions’ planning processes, having more time for
reasonableness review of the data and gaining earlier access to the TRAC analysis for internal
purposes.
To achieve earlier reporting the governance arrangements, model design, and earlier access to data
sets will need to be addressed. If the Annual TRAC reporting deadline is brought forward, it should
be phased. The use of a two-stage submission process whereby initial results are submitted by a set
date, but with a final sign-off date falling after this to allow for final checks, was also cited as a way
of encouraging engagement with earlier reporting.

1.6 – Quick wins
The opportunities outlined above will provide sustained benefits to the institutions as the changes
are embedded in the process, but require the process to be addressed as a whole. To complement
the changes in 1.4 a series of small ‘quick wins’ were identified for institutions to consider in order to
both simplify their TRAC models and increase their efficiency. In some cases institutions have made
a conscious decision to develop their model in the way they have to meet their own internal
requirements. Some of these quick wins do not demonstrate good practice. It is therefore
important that in pursuing the quick wins below institutions do not lose the integrity, data quality or
utility of their process:


Using Chair’s Action to sign-off the TRAC return – Many institutions still cite the sign-off
process for the TRAC return as being a barrier to earlier reporting. Institutions should
embrace the opportunity to use ‘Chair’s Action’ to enable the sign-off of the TRAC return in
advance of a formal meeting of a Committee of the Governing Body. This may be in addition
to the full governing body considering draft TRAC or other information on the sustainability
of the institution during its autumn meetings;



Taking dispensation from full TRAC requirements – Institutions that receive less than £3M
of research funding from public sources are able to exercise dispensation from certain, more
onerous TRAC requirements. A number of institutions eligible for dispensation continue to
pursue compliance with the full TRAC requirements. Although this is good practice, if the
eligible institutions do not need fully robust models for other purposes, consideration should
be given to taking the dispensation;



Reduce the number of research facilities that are separately costed – There is varied
practice in terms of the numbers of research facilities that are separately costed and charged
to research projects. TRAC requirements have been simplified in this area to provide
flexibility for institutions to only cost the facilities that it deems appropriate. Although some
institutions have reduced the numbers of facilities costed, a number have not embraced this
opportunity. Good practice is for costs to be calculated at facility level, but where
institutions have separately costed research facilities in TRAC that do not make a fair
recovery of costs, consideration can be given to reducing the number of facilities and
incorporating the costs back into the estates and indirect cost pools;
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Exceeding the response rates required for time allocation returns – The group identified
that institutions commonly exceed the minimum response rates required. As this is a timeconsuming exercise, institutions should stop chasing TAS returns once the required response
rates are achieved at academic discipline level;



Allocation of balance space and circulation space – The need for complex and separate
methods to be used for the allocation of balance and circulation space have been removed
from the TRAC requirements. There remains the flexibility for institutions to continue with
their existing methods if they consider it gives a more valid allocation. However, where this
is not the case, institutions can allocate space using the net internal area data.

1.7 – Top tips identified for improving the efficiency of TRAC processes
We have summarised below the 10 ‘top tips’ that institutions have identified, based on their
experience of exploring options to improve the efficiency, and reduce the burden of completing
TRAC processes:
1. Get senior management buy-in and identify an ‘efficiency champion’ for each target process
who can help to get things done independently.
2. Assess whether existing rolled-forward systems are in excess of new TRAC requirements –
some quick wins may be identified here to kick start the project.
3. Invest time with colleagues to understand current developments in planning, finance,
estates, IT and human resources to align TRAC requirements and ownership of development
work across the institution.
4. Invest time in liaising with colleagues across functions e.g. strategic planning, estates, etc., to
determine whether existing work relating to the TRAC reporting year can provide utility and
efficiency to your TRAC process.
5. Use the ‘ideal’ activity schedule from the ‘Easier Way’ guide and the TRAC guidance
navigation card available on the HEFCE TRAC guidance pages as a useful cross-check to
ensure you have factored in all stages when setting up your annual delivery plan.
6. Align TRAC and TRAC(T) preparation schedules to enable production of draft TRAC(T) data
ahead of Annual TRAC submission.
7. Consider how technology can be used to gain input from senior teams more efficiently. It
can cause delays if face-to-face meetings are required. Consider how conference calls,
‘Skype’ or web presentations could progress review and sign-off of TRAC data outside of
formal meeting schedules.
8. Understand and take advantage of materiality in system design and data analysis.
9. Reduce the burden of TAS by either relying on workload allocation models instead of time
surveys or reducing annual time allocation survey collections to once every three years
instead.
10. Draw up your plan of action and get on with it.
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2 – INTRODUCTION
2.1 – Background to the project
The Financial Sustainability Strategy Group (FSSG) and TRAC Development Group (TDG) are
committed to improving the use of accessible management information. This information and the
associated processes aim to support the long-term performance and financial sustainability of
institutions. This project is part of an ongoing series of ‘Management Information Projects’ (MIPs)
which seek to contribute to achieving this goal.
This second series of MIPs has been produced in response to feedback from the sector to explore:
 the costs of postgraduate taught provision
 the presentation and benchmarking of cost data from TRAC
 improving the efficiency and effectiveness of TRAC processes and exploring the potential to
bring forward the TRAC submission cycle.
The first series of MIPs, carried out in 2009, focussed on how institutions could gain greater utility
from TRAC data and/or processes in the following areas
 course costing – optimising programme efficiency
 departmental sustainability – academic and operational efficiencies
 resource allocation – prioritising and aligning resources to academic strategies
 workload planning – fulfilling student expectations through effective workload planning.
This first series of MIPs are available on the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE)
TRAC web pages2 and, although produced some time ago, they remain a highly relevant and useful
source of reference.

2.2 – Supporting broader institutional aims
The publication of the 2011 White Paper ‘Students at the heart of the system’ brought about a
number of changes for the higher education (HE) sector in England. Tuition fee thresholds were
increased, competition between HE providers was encouraged to create an ‘HE market’ and two
years later the cap on student recruitment was lifted. This has led to increased focus on the
prioritisation of activities and increasing efficiency. This is being driven by a combination of
increasingly uncertain income streams as a result of increased competition in the UK and overseas,
rising student expectations, and increasing costs.
A challenge that arises from the new environment is ensuring the financial sustainability of the
institutions. This matter also has increased emphasis in the Committee of University Chairs’ ‘Higher
Education Code of Governance’. As a result, governing bodies of institutions are requiring
additional assurance and a more detailed understanding of the factors that are affecting financial
sustainability.
2

www.hefce.ac.uk/funding/finsustain/mips/
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The Transparent Approach to Costing (TRAC) provides an indication of the extent to which activities
are sustainable and also enables an institution’s position to be compared relative to peers through
the TRAC benchmarking.
However, an increasing drawback of TRAC is that it is produced too late relative to when governing
bodies consider the annual accounts and other accountability statements that are submitted to
funders. A number of finance directors are also expressing a view that the lack of timeliness is
reducing the utility of the TRAC information.
TRAC is an area where a balance needs to be struck between the energy expended in preparing the
information compared to the benefit that is accrued from it. The TDG reduced the TRAC
requirements in August 2014 by 52%. However, the complexity and effort required to produce the
TRAC returns is influenced by the processes that the institution has established to achieve this. This
also affects the time that is required to produce the TRAC information. Therefore to ensure that the
efficiency of the TRAC process is optimal this project has explored with a group of institutions how
they have achieved efficiencies in the TRAC process. It has also considered other opportunities for
efficiency that are yet to be embraced.
The guide therefore provides opportunities for institutions to streamline their processes and reduce
the time taken to produce the TRAC returns.
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2.3 – Understanding the TRAC process
The diagram below provides a simplified illustration of the key stages in the TRAC process:
Figure 2: Summary of the TRAC process
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The approach to the project has been to consider each of the above stages to challenge and assess
whether there are better ways of producing the information. The group has shared existing
practices that have been deployed to increase the efficiency of the process. The project has also
tracked a number of institutions as they have undertaken their latest TRAC submission so that the
ideas identified could be rehearsed in real time.
In 2014 ‘TRAC - the Easier Way’3 was published by the TRAC Regional Groups. This guide explored
the opportunities for reducing the peaks in workload that TRAC can create, especially for institutions
with smaller finance teams. This project has referred to the Easier Way publication and expanded
upon some of the ideas contained within it.
The remainder of the guide explores these issues and provides ideas and options for streamlining
the TRAC process operated by institutions.

3

www.hefce.ac.uk/funding/finsustain/trac/regional/
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2.4 – Structure of the guide
We have designed this guide to be of interest to anyone involved in managing and improving the
efficiency of TRAC processes in their institution, from senior managers to individual academics and
members of finance and planning teams. The guide contains a series of chapters, each addressing
common themes identified by participating institutions as being either inefficient at present, or
being most problematic to deliver alongside competing priorities.
The opportunities identified do not represent new TRAC requirements, neither are they endorsed by
TDG as being preferred approaches – they simply seek to illustrate opportunities to explore at
institutional level to secure efficiencies and/or increase the utility of the TRAC data.
For ease of review, each chapter contains a high level summary and
shares a number of ‘top tips’ that the project group and additional
contributors have shared as this guide has evolved. Chapters within
this guide focus on:
 governance arrangements
 system design and operation
 other factors
 aligning Annual TRAC and TRAC(T)
 achieving efficiencies in your TRAC processes.

Top Tip
Top tips look
like this.

These key tips aim to be useful in taking forward the content of the section, for example particular
tactics to adopt when approaching issues or methodological tips etc. Themes identified as having
the scope to become more efficient are presented in each chapter.

High level chapter summaries
look like this.

Case Studies…
…look like this.
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2.5 – A cautionary note on simplification
A common misconception is that adopting the new TRAC guidance can offer immediate quantifiable
benefits to institutions seeking to simplify their processes. Some ‘quick wins’ have been
introduced, particularly for those institutions that are now eligible and willing to take advantage of
dispensation from full TRAC requirements. However, TRAC models typically evolve year by year,
taking on board discrete enhancements rather than being subject to full overhaul from one year to
the next, so the measurable impact of efficiency savings could be slower than desired in some
cases.
Where this guide focusses on
specific TRAC requirements,
references are included for ease
of access. However TRAC
practitioners are reminded of the
need to check and confirm that
they remain in compliance with
any updated requirements as
their TRAC methodology evolves.
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3 – GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS

The TRAC guidance defines specific requirements around the governance of design and operation of
TRAC to provide assurance to funders and Government that TRAC data is credible and robustly
calculated. Governance continues to be cited as a barrier to earlier and more efficient reporting.
Therefore that issue is explored in this chapter
This chapter summarises how institutions have sought to comply with current TRAC requirements
around governance of TRAC processes and the performance of reasonableness checks on TRAC data.
We remind institutions of the freedoms that the latest TRAC guidance provides and how some
institutions have adapted their procedures in response.
This chapter also reminds us how TRAC defines materiality and identifies how institutions can take
advantage of materiality when designing their TRAC systems and when performing reasonableness
checking of TRAC data.

3.1 – TRAC governance structures
Chapter 2 of the new TRAC guidance is dedicated to the governance and assurance arrangements
required for TRAC. Figure 3 illustrates how a typical structure and governance work flow would
look.
One of the significant barriers identified in the TRAC ‘Easier Way’ guide was the difficulty that some
institutions found in meeting the TRAC governance requirements. The specific issues include the
need for consideration and approval of the TRAC return together with approval from a Committee
of the Board of Governors that the return has been compiled in accordance with the TRAC
requirements.
Figure 3: Typical governance structure for TRAC
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An ideal governance work flow would include final review and sign-off comfortably in advance of the
TRAC submission deadline, however the completion of the financial statements and the Higher
Education Statistics Agency (HESA) Finance Statistics Return (FSR) together with the institutional
close-down over the Christmas and New Year period, adds restrictions on the availability of key
personnel.
This work has found that there remains a misunderstanding of the TRAC requirements, in that
‘Chair’s Action’ from a Committee of the Board can be used to approve the return and reporting of
the TRAC return subsequent to submission is acceptable. In some cases this approval via ‘Chair’s
Action’ can follow consideration of draft TRAC data and/or other data regarding the sustainability of
the institution by the governing body.
Governance arrangements differ significantly across the sector, partly depending upon the size of
institution, the scale of research intensity or more recently the extent to which institutions also use
TRAC data to serve other internal requirements.
The group has identified approaches to address the difficulties some institutions experience in
fulfilling the governance requirements of the TRAC guidance. These are explored below.

3.1.1 – Developing a strong delivery plan
The experience of
participating institutions
suggests that TRAC
practitioners will typically
construct an annual delivery
plan to meet the TRAC
submission cycle by rolling
forward the prior year’s
version.

Top Tip
Don’t forget to use the ‘Easier Way’ guide and
the TRAC Guidance navigation card available on
the HEFCE TRAC Guidance pages as a useful
cross-check to ensure you have factored in all
stages when setting up your annual delivery
plan.

Both through this project and from other experience, there are some interdependencies regarding
the critical path that is followed for completing the TRAC return. Most commonly these
interdependences concern the availability of cost driver information, estates data and time
allocation returns. It is also the case for a number of institutions that the availability of key staff is a
limiting factor, whereby the same staff prepare the financial statements, then the HESA FSR and only
on completion of this can the TRAC return be produced.
The project group challenged themselves to consider whether they could establish delivery plans in
line with the ‘ideal’ cycle identified in the ‘Easier Way’ guide instead. Key themes in this plan are the
use of draft data, smoothing the workload and streamlining the sign-off process.
The ‘ideal’ timing proposed by the ‘TRAC – The Easier Way’ guide against the dates that participating
institutions managed to achieve for the 2014-15 submission period is presented on the following
page:
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Figure 4: Illustration of an ‘ideal’ delivery plan for TRAC
Financial Year
Scheduling of TRAC Oversight Group Meetings
Space Data
Space Weighting
IT Cost Driver
Library Cost Driver
Research Facilities
Research Technicians
Staff FTE/Headcount Data
Student FTE/Headcount Data
Draft Expenditure TB
Time Allocation Data (Finalised)
Insurance Valuation
Sustainability Adjustments
First draft TRAC model populated
Final Expenditure TB
Research Sponsor Analysis (Inc. PGR re-allocation if applicable)
Reasonableness checking
Final TRAC model populated
Approval of TRAC rates/output
TRAC return signed off.
TRAC return signed.
TRAC(T) return submitted.
TRAC(T) return signed off.

2014-15 (Year A)
2015-16 (Year B)
Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul
A A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A A
A A A A A A A A
B
B
B
B
B B
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

Key A / B 'Ideal' schedule as per TRAC the Easier Way guide.
Completion schedule of tasks reported by MIPs group for 2014-15 submission cycle.
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Across the group, a number of institutions managed to deliver key components of their 2014-15 TRAC
process earlier than for previous years. Where this was not achieved it was most commonly
attributed to competing priorities rather than the lack of availability of input data.
The key enabling factors for the institutions that achieved the ideal delivery plan were as follows:




shared responsibility
support and buy-in of the TRAC Oversight Group to make earlier reporting happen
up-front planning and adopting a project approach to production of the TRAC return and all
of the associated inputs

Lessons learnt across participating institutions when reviewing annual delivery plans included:




factoring in the timing of known external events such as submission deadlines
the availability of TRAC benchmarking data
the annual TRAC Practitioners’ Conference and Regional Group meetings so that the
opportunity to compare progress with peers is available at the right stages.

The project group members confirmed that re-designing annual plans to align reasonableness
checking and sign-off of Annual TRAC and Transparent Approach to Costing for Teaching (TRAC(T))
returns would make a positive contribution to more efficient and timely sign-off.

3.1.2 – TRAC Oversight Groups
A key component in the governance and quality assurance of TRAC is the TRAC Oversight Group (or
equivalent).
The make-up of TRAC Oversight Groups, and the regularity with which they meet, were found to differ
significantly across participating institutions. As with all groups of this nature, an annual cycle
naturally develops in the institutional calendar leading to processes being built around these timings.
The group and other contributors acknowledged that with sufficient planning these cycles can be
changed to remove barriers to earlier reporting.
The group identified scope for reducing the volume of full meetings of their TRAC Oversight Groups to
three per annum (ideally April-May, September-October and December-January); relying instead on
delegation to group members and Chair’s Action to progress components of the work in between
meetings.
Adapting TRAC systems around the frequency and timing of TRAC Oversight Group meetings would
have a positive contribution to achieving earlier completion. The project group members estimated
significant efficiency gains could be achieved (i.e. assuming an average of two half-day meetings of six
attendees saved, plus pre- and post-administration could be saved).
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3.1.3 – Adopting a project approach to the TRAC process
The group identified two key factors in enabling a stepped change in the efficiency and timing of the
TRAC process.
 Planning and managing the TRAC process as a project each year – This enables there to be
clear plans, responsibilities, agreed priorities and overall clarity about how the end goal of a
robust TRAC return being delivered within the specified deadlines will be achieved. The
structure that this provides also makes engagement and accountability of the different parts
of the university that are contributing to the process (estates, registry, IT, etc.) more
successful.
 Embedding TRAC in internal processes/information systems within the institution –
Institutions that have embraced the TRAC process and use the information in the
management of the institution found that the timing of activities has been influenced by the
internal needs, and therefore it has been possible to complete the work earlier than the
deadlines that are currently in place. All of the issues associated with governance-related
meetings also get resolved as the business need becomes the key priority, which for the
reasons already outlined, leads to earlier completion of the returns.

3.1.4 – Signing off the TRAC submissions
The group debated whether completing key TRAC processes earlier would enable earlier submissions
or whether TRAC Oversight Groups would continue to schedule sign-off to meet final submission
deadlines instead.
Figure 4 (page 18) clearly illustrates that although a number of TRAC processes can be completed
earlier in the submission cycle, the governance arrangements around TRAC sign-off and approval to
submit are most commonly still being undertaken immediately before the formal submission deadline.
The tendency to submit the return close to the deadline was confirmed when the timing of TRAC
submissions was reviewed. This identified the dates when Annual TRAC and TRAC(T) submissions
were uploaded during the 2014-15 submission period. The data shows that 128 institutions (80%)
waited until the final submission week before uploading their completed returns for Annual TRAC; the
position is more promising for TRAC(T) with 42 institutions (27%) submitting at least one week ahead
of the submission deadline. Of these early TRAC(T) submissions, 13 were submitted before the end of
January 2016.
Contact received from institutions by the TRAC Support Unit showed that although returns had been
completed some way in advance of the submission deadline, these were not submitted until close to
the deadline. This could suggest that long deadlines discourage earlier reporting.

3.1.5 – Dispensation
Currently any institution with less than £3.0M of publicly funded research (measured over a rolling
five-year average) is not required to comply with a number of the more onerous TRAC requirements.
This limit was raised from £0.5M in 2013 for the first time since 1999. Of the 54 eligible institutions
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only 42 took dispensation from TRAC requirements during the 2014-15 submission period, i.e. over
20% of institutions are currently maintaining TRAC systems that exceed TRAC requirements.
Some institutions that have taken
dispensation from full compliance have
continued to perform annual TRAC
procedures as the data informs other
internal systems such as resource
allocation and workload planning –
arguably, during the period that these
institutions continue to claim
dispensation, this additional effort is
being expended for institutional
purposes rather than to satisfy TRAC
requirements.

Top Tip
The new TRAC guidance highlights
which requirements do not need
to be robustly achieved if taking
dispensation with an asterisk in
the final column of each section.
Are you taking full advantage of
each of these?

It is important that the systems operated and the effort consumed by these activities is commensurate
to the use of the information produced. Where institutions are either not taking dispensation for
which they are eligible, or are taking dispensation whilst continuing to comply with all or a number of
the full TRAC requirements, these institutions should reconsider how the TRAC data is used internally.
From this any scope for simplification and efficiency should be identified and implemented.
The project group members estimated that significant efficiency gains could be achieved (based on the
assumption that time allocation, space surveys and research sponsor analysis are no longer
undertaken) and that taking advantage of dispensation would have a positive contribution to
achieving earlier completion, providing that this did not detract from how the information is used
internally to support other information-reporting processes.

3.2 – Ensuring that TRAC data is reasonable
Reasonableness checks over the TRAC data is key in ensuring that the TRAC results are a fair
representation of the institution as a whole. Chapter 2 of the TRAC guidance provides guidance on
how to perform reasonableness checks at key stages.
Within a typical governance structure, TRAC Oversight Groups will have responsibility for confirming
that input data such as time allocation surveys, space weightings and facility utilisation are reasonable
and representative of the institution and of each department.
Where reasonableness checks are undertaken at the end of the process, then any issues identified can
create additional pressure and delays. The group therefore identified that performing reasonableness
reviews throughout the year as key components of the TRAC process are completed will smooth out
peaks within the annual work plan and add to overall efficiency of TRAC systems.
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Top Tip
Maintain a log of
reasonableness checks
performed during the year
to fulfil TRAC requirements
and audit expectations,
whilst reducing the burden
created by maintaining
detailed Oversight Group
minutes.

The group did however identify the importance of being
able to demonstrate to any external bodies reviewing
their process the extent of reasonableness checking
undertaken. It was therefore suggested that a log be
maintained of the reasonableness checks and the results
during the year. Such a log can then form part of the
annual review and sign-off of the TRAC return. This
approach was preferred to recording the results of
reasonableness checks cumulatively in successive TRAC
Oversight Group meeting notes.

3.3 – Understanding, quantifying and taking advantage of materiality
Materiality is a key principle that underpins the TRAC guidance. This seeks to ensure that processes
and procedures are proportionate to the impact they have on the results. Materiality for TRAC is
clearly defined at Annex 1.2a4 of the TRAC guidance, but the project group have raised concerns about
the work required to clarify whether advantage can be taken of materiality in an efficient manner.

Experienced TRAC practitioners will often be able estimate quite accurately whether the impact on
TRAC rates could be material prior to establishing and performing specific procedures. However,
quantifying the actual materiality can only be achieved through running the different variables
through the TRAC models to confirm the actual impact.
Participating institutions felt that there was some uncertainty as to the records required to justify their
application of materiality to their decision making in constructing the TRAC model.
To enable institutions to assess whether their judgements over whether a chosen method is within the
TRAC definition of materiality, then the model should be run to give this evidence where the
materiality of a decision cannot be proven by other means. This should not be a deterrent though as
once the impact is confirmed it would only need periodic reassessment and the benefits gained in the
intervening period could be significant. It may be useful for the institution to develop a small
programme for testing the materiality of key components/steps in the TRAC model.

4

www.hefce.ac.uk/funding/finsustain/trac/#TRAC_Guidance
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4 – SYSTEM DESIGN AND OPERATION

This chapter summarises how institutions have sought to improve efficiency within TRAC processes by
redeveloping TRAC systems and/or replacing TRAC systems with externally supported options. It also
considers whether institutions are taking advantage of the opportunities for improving efficiency
afforded by the new TRAC guidance.

4.1 – Annual maintenance cycles
Most institutions will prepare for the next submission cycle by rolling forward existing systems as a
baseline. A pre-determined series of system maintenance and improvement activities will then be
undertaken in response to action plans drawn up with TRAC Oversight Groups. Access to time and
resources to undertake systems development can often be difficult to secure, particularly when
institutions are dependent on consultancy support for third-party-supplied systems.
The project group members use a range of systems from external suppliers to self-constructed
spreadsheets – all of which were subject to planned maintenance work during the last submission
period to address particular issues requested by individual higher education institutions’ (HEIs’) TRAC
Oversight Groups, rather than to gain significant efficiencies in design and operation.
The group identified that incremental development of systems can be a barrier to embracing
opportunities for simplification. We explore below the opportunities identified for institutions to
embrace greater simplification and streamlining in their TRAC processes.

4.1.1 – Decluttering TRAC Systems
Participating institutions all confirmed that their rolled-forward systems would benefit from being
‘cleaned up’ to avoid re-performing unnecessary processes year after year. Too often TRAC systems
carry forward a series of unused tabs from year to year (e.g. regulated/non-regulated provision –
analysis that is no longer needed for TRAC purposes) for fear of broken links impacting on the
operation of the model.
Where this information is not required for internal purposes, systems can quickly become over
complicated and unstable as a consequence of iterative development, therefore annual review of
systems should factor in system design and operation independently of developments to address
TRAC-specific requirements.
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Top Tip
Using a systems expert to make
changes to the TRAC model. This
level of independence from the
TRAC process has been found to
improve the integrity of the TRAC
models.

Experience shared within the project group suggests
that gaining independent input from systems experts
to undertake this review is preferred rather than TRAC
managers implementing changes in isolation.
The project group members identified that this would
make a positive contribution to overall efficiency and
provide increased resilience, simplification and
potentially better alignment to other systems.

4.1.2 – Research facility costing
The volume of individual research facilities being costed for TRAC purposes within institutions can vary
significantly year-on-year. This is an area where there is inconsistency in the numbers of facilities
costed around the sector and also within individual peer groups. Some institutions have always
reported the minimum volume required for TRAC purposes, whereas others have costed many more.
The group reflected that over the last two years, each institution had sought to reduce the number of
TRAC-costed facilities. The group acknowledges that in pure costing terms, the costing of research
facilities is good practice as it allows a more granular understanding of costs, however there is a
burden attached to calculating these costs robustly that is not always offset by recovery of costs via
external sponsors.
Under the new TRAC guidance there is an
opportunity to reduce the number of
Top Tip
facilities that institutions are required to
Reducing the number of research
cost. Where facilities are not separately
facilities costed offers the opportunity
costed, those costs would form part of the
to reduce the volume of work. Could
estates or indirect cost rate and therefore
you reduce the volume of facilities
institutions would need to understand that
you cost up and charge directly to
rates could increase as a consequence.
projects, where this does lead to a
Overall institutions could find reducing the
sufficient level of cost recovery?
volume of separately charged facilities to
bring efficiencies to the TRAC submission
cycle does not have a significant impact on cost recovery at institution level.
The project group members estimated that modest efficiency gains could be achieved and that the
efficiency savings would make a positive contribution to achieving earlier completion.
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4.2 – Validating and reconciling TRAC data
TRAC requirements have evolved to specify how certain fields of input data should be calculated,
whilst providing the flexibility for institutions to select the source data to use to fulfil these
requirements. The group debated which datasets can take the longest to validate and reconcile. The
top five most time consuming datasets were agreed to be:






time allocation data
space usage data
student numbers
staff numbers
facility utilisation.

The new TRAC guidance reiterates that not all data need be refreshed annually within TRAC models
(unless the consequence of using prior year data would have a material impact such as major
restructuring exercises). The remainder of this section evaluates opportunities for streamlining
approaches to obtaining the datasets for use in the model.

4.2.1 – Using existing datasets and working with draft data
Participating institutions have investigated where opportunities can be found to gain greater benefit
from datasets that institutions compile to satisfy HESA reporting requirements. Three institutions
from the project group have developed bespoke Structured Query Language (SQL) reports which have
enabled them to extract draft staff and student driver data much earlier in the submission cycle than
had previously been achieved.
The timetable for submission of final HESA datasets is still cited as having an impact on those
institutions that seek to draw from HESA datasets, but there is an acknowledgement that the
submission date for the FSR return is being brought forward for the 2015-16 return. It is also the case
that data quality is a key focus for many in the sector as more frequent and accurate data is now
required to manage the institution.
Institutions are therefore encouraged to work with draft data to enable any glitches with the TRAC
models to be identified earlier. It is also possible that over time, draft and final versions of the data
will not be materially different as institutions adapt to more timely/accurate data capture processes
for input data. A further important development for the future is the HESA Data Futures Programme5.
This project seeks to revolutionise the way in which sector data returns are collected. Instead of
annual returns, there is a proposal that there will be incremental in-year data returns. From a TRAC
point of view, this should lead to better quality in-year data, which will strengthen the case for using
draft data in the preparation of initial versions of the TRAC returns.

5

www.hesa.ac.uk/datafutures
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Case Study – Restructuring Exercise
University A has recently undertaken a restructuring exercise whereby TRAC and HESA
reporting staff have joined together into the same team. The anticipated benefits, and the
drive behind bringing the teams together was to widen the pool of expertise for both reporting
requirements and minimise risk associated with responsibility falling to a small number of
personnel.
Although combining these teams represents work-in-progress, the experience of joining
together has provided significant efficiency savings for TRAC processes – partly through
providing additional capacity at times where workloads peak, but also due to gaining access
to key input data earlier than in prior years.
The next steps of development for the team relate to identifying opportunities to streamline
governance arrangements for HESA and TRAC reporting and to reconsider how TRAC and HESA
definitions could be aligned to gain greater efficiencies.

4.2.2 – Material changes in TAS data
A key component in TRAC is the time allocation data from academic staff. To enable TRAC to be based
on representative data, the TRAC requirements specify minimum response rates that need to be
achieved for the time allocation returns from academic staff. In comparing Time Allocation Survey
(TAS) return rates achieved amongst participating institutions, it was apparent that minimum response
rates are achieved and regularly exceeded. The group debated whether an earlier cut-off of the TAS
data (once the minimum return rate has been achieved) would have a material impact on the
allocation percentages.
The outcome with only 40% returns received was compared to that when 80% had been returned.
Taking the percentage of un-weighted time allocated to research for the participating institutions at
department level, the average change in allocation to the research activity type was not material in
TRAC terms, although it was acknowledged that this may still have a material impact on the full
economic cost (fEC) rates or at department level if research time is high.
The group agreed that whilst high response rates are good practice, there is an opportunity to stop
collecting returns once the minimum required response rates have been achieved at discipline level.
The group agreed that this will save time. In the TDG Review of Time Allocation methods6 the time
taken to administer TAS returns was estimated to be 42 person-days per year.

4.2.3 – Transition to workload planning for use in TRAC
The group recognised that there are a large number of institutions that have enhanced or are
currently enhancing their approach to workload planning for academic and business management
purposes. Although quite rightly, TRAC is not central to these developments, workload planning can

6

www.hefce.ac.uk/funding/finsustain/pubs/
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be used as the basis for TAS and in doing so can negate the need for what becomes an additional
process for collecting TAS information.
Where workload planning models have the scope to become robust enough to replace traditional TAS,
the Oversight Group should have an input into the development of the workload planning systems for
TRAC. The development and oversight of workload planning is typically overseen by functions outside
Finance, perhaps Human Resources or Planning, therefore engagement with these areas will be
important.

4.2.4 – Reconciling staff FTE data
The TRAC Guidance that was published in August 2014 removed a previous
requirement to separately analyse staff full-time equivalent (FTE) data to
exclude personnel that are based off-campus for longer than six months
per annum. This was removed due to feedback that at an institution level,
there was no material impact on TRAC rates when reducing FTE counts to
remove time spent off campus.
The project group members confirmed that awareness of this item being
removed from TRAC requirements was not widespread and therefore
unnecessary work could be continuing in institutions.

Top Tip
It is no longer a
requirement to
separate out offcampus from the
staff FTE data

Institutions are reminded of the opportunity to remove this step from their TRAC processes. To
ensure that all such opportunities are being embraced, institutions may find it helpful to look at the
TRAC Statement of Requirements Mapping7 document to identify old TRAC requirements that are no
longer requirements in the new TRAC Guidance. This could free institutions from other unnecessary
procedures.

4.2.5 – Improving the estates data at the point of capture
The group confirmed that a significant amount of time is
invested annually in manually reviewing and cleansing
space data for input to TRAC models. This process
involves multiple iterations of space data being shared
between Estates departments and TRAC teams. This
experience is not uncommon across the sector and
supports the commonly held preference amongst TRAC
practitioners that responsibility for producing space data,
space weightings and analysing the utilisation of balance
space where required for TRAC should most appropriately
be assigned to estates departments.

7

www.hefce.ac.uk/funding/finsustain/trac/
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Top Tip
Involve and engage the
Estates teams in the
production of the estates data
required in the TRAC model in
a format that is ready for use
in the model.

Taking this further, the data should ideally be provided in a format ready to feed into TRAC models. In
order to achieve this goal, the group committed to reviewing the extent to which TRAC Oversight
Groups could assign the verification of space data to Estates committees under the supervision of their
TRAC Oversight Groups.

4.2.6 – Determining space weightings
An important data input to the TRAC model is the estates space weightings. The group identified that
there are mixed experiences as to the materiality and volatility of the space weightings being used.
A case study complied by the University of Kent8 has been published which walks through an approach
to calculating space weighting factors in a manner that satisfies TRAC requirements, but without the
involvement of estates staff. Participating institutions either performed similar procedures to
generate space weightings, used the output from similar calculations completed within estates
departments or were dependent on historic weightings for some time, pending a fuller review.
The group questioned whether there is a material difference in the space weighting factors calculated
by individual institutions and therefore a material impact upon TRAC results. Applying standard
weighting of 0.5 for stores, 1.0 for offices, 1.5 for bookable and lab space, and 2.0 for high cost labs,
the impact on unindexed rates was estimated to be a reduction of just under 2% compared with using
an auditable approach, but saved around one week of personnel input.
Further analysis is being undertaken by participating institutions as part of a multi-year project to
complement the University of Kent case study. This separate study aims to determine whether sector
standard weightings and/or sector average weightings within peer groups have a material impact on
unindexed estates charge-out rates over time. The results of this analysis will be shared with TRAC
regional groups and the TDG for further consideration.
The project group members estimated that getting the Estates departments to take lead responsibility
for the production of the estates data and space weightings in a ‘model ready’ form for TRAC purposes
would achieve modest efficiency gains and spread the workload away from the central TRAC team.
These efficiency savings would make a positive contribution to achieving earlier completion.

4.2.7 – Allocating balance space and circulation space
TRAC requirements need institutions to allocate the use of space to the TRAC categories. This
considers all types of space including what is commonly referred to as ‘balance and circulation’ space
(e.g. corridors, atria, WC’s). The TRAC guidance published in August 2014 removed the requirement
to allocate balance space and circulation space according to use, instead proposing that the space data
applied to the TRAC model reconcile to the latest available HESA estates management record (EMR)
Net Internal Area data. Apportioning the cost of space against the net internal area only ensures
greater consistency of approach between institutions and reduces the amount of space data required
to feed into TRAC models.
8
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Although the guidance does not prevent institutions from
continuing to have a more specific method for allocating
this type of space, an audit trail will be needed to support
the method adopted. A number of institutions have
decided to continue allocating cost to balance space within
their TRAC models as they believe it gives them a more
robust result. This does increase the amount of time
required to complete the space costing procedures within
their respective TRAC models, but it is deemed worthwhile.

Top Tip
Complex approaches to
the allocation of costs
associated with balance
and circulation space are
no longer required by
TRAC requirements

Where institutions have not made a conscious decision to continue allocating balance space and
circulation space using a specific method, it is recommended that they reconsider whether this is a
necessary and value-adding step in the process. The project group members estimated that modest
efficiency gains could be achieved (assuming that balance space and circulation space can be excluded
from space data collection and validation) and that the efficiency savings would make a positive
contribution to achieving earlier completion.

4.2.8 – Standardising indexation rates
The TRAC Guidance published in August 2014 specifies how indexation values should be calculated for
application in calculating the fEC rates. This is to ensure that costs reflect Year 1 project costs, given
that projects will start after the historic data on which the costings are based.
The group considered a decision taken by TDG in developing the TRAC guidance not to specify a
standard indexation value, such as the Consumer Price Index (CPI), instead of being self-defined by
each institution.
The group felt that standardising of indexation values would have the benefit of reducing the amount
of work required, but it would mean that institution-specific issues such as pension and funding
arrangements would not be reflected in the indexation rates used.
The average institution-defined indexation values reported in the 2014-15 TRAC return was 2.2%,
compared with 2.4% for 2013-14 and 2.3% for 2012-13. Comparative values based on CPI for the end
of each academic year were 0.2% for July 2015, 3.2% for July 2014 and 5.6% for July 2013,
demonstrating that the sector has predicted steady growth in inflation rather than being more
responsive to year-on-year changes.
Given that standardising indexation rates risked a shift away from TRAC being institution-specific and
the additional volatility it would bring to the TRAC data, the group understood the position that TDG
had reached previously.
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5 – OTHER FACTORS IMPACTING ON THE TRAC PROCESS

This chapter acknowledges that there are a number of competing priorities for institutions throughout
the academic year and that not all opportunities to bring forward TRAC compilation activities identified
in this guide can be achieved in all cases. We also consider how the perception of TRAC can have a
negative impact on the operating efficiency of TRAC models. We explore how participating institutions
have made progress within their own institutions to tackle common misconceptions about the burden
of TRAC together with effective ways of overcoming the barriers.

5.1 – Resources and competing priorities
Members of the project group all have responsibility for a number of areas within their institutions –
but none occupies a role dedicated to the production of TRAC data and the compilation of TRAC
submissions.
It is a commonly held view that bringing forward TRAC submission deadlines could have significant
implications for many TRAC practitioners who are responsible for producing other external returns in
the autumn term, most commonly HESA submissions. The group agreed that there can be some
benefit in being involved in the preparation of HESA returns prior to embarking upon TRAC
compilation, however without significant changes to internal resource planning, earlier TRAC reporting
would remain difficult to achieve irrespective of how early discrete stages were completed throughout
the preceding year.
We explore below the opportunities identified for institutions to consider and estimate the efficiency
gains that could be or have been achieved by updating TRAC systems.

5.1.1 – Resources dedicated to TRAC
Comparing resources dedicated to TRAC within the project group, it is clear that there is some
disparity between institutions around the level of resource being made available. This does not
necessarily reflect the extent to which individual institutions are research intensive or not.
The estimated commitment to supporting TRAC within the institutions in this project group ranges
from around 0.25 FTE to 1.5 FTE per annum for direct management of the TRAC compilation cycle. In
2012 a survey undertaken as part of the TDG Review of Time Allocation methods identified that an
average of 154 person days per annum (equivalent to 0.6 FTE9) was spent administering TRAC as a
whole.

9

An FTE has been assumed to be 260 days per annum for the purposes of this calculation.
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It is also acknowledged and understood that many institutions need to approach the preparation of
external returns as consecutive tasks due to resource constraints (addressing the requirements of the
next return due for submission) rather than identifying the most efficient timescales to complete
discrete phases. This also reflects that, most typically, the management of TRAC submissions is the
responsibility of one or two individuals – a long-running risk for many institutions.
Some institutions have confirmed that TRAC-dedicated time can often not become available until early
to mid-December. In order to address this risk, TRAC Oversight Groups are encouraged to consider
how internal resource allocation could be adapted to allow for earlier TRAC reporting by bringing more
personnel into the TRAC ‘team’ within institutions – not specifically increasing the volume of time
dedicated to the process, just distributing the effort across a number of individuals to encourage
faster completion. TRAC Oversight Groups are encouraged to consider how well the institution
manages the risk of overreliance on a single or small number of individuals for the preparation of the
TRAC return.

5.2 – Tackling the perception of TRAC
TRAC as a costing tool provides great utility to institutions across a wide range of applications
including informing partial VAT-recovery, supporting resource allocation models and sustainability
planning.
The group debated how TRAC is perceived within their institutions and whether academic support in
particular was visible.
The sector has made good progress in tackling the negative perception that TRAC may have suffered
from in the past through demonstrating the benefits and utility that the data provides together with
greater stability and simplification in TRAC requirements.

Case Study – Resourcing
Resourcing for delivering TRAC in smaller institutions is quite often constrained.
Practitioners carry responsibility for satisfying other external reporting requirements in the
autumn/winter period each year – ultimately limiting the ability to bring forward TRAC
processes.
Resource constraints drive innovative solutions: in order to deliver TRAC on schedule at
University B, responsibility for completion of specific TRAC processes has been distributed
to a broader range of people within the institution to spread the workload. For example,
TAS collection, chasing and processing is the responsibility of heads of schools and
departments with guidance from central finance. Similarly, the responsibility for producing
space utilisation and weighting factor data is assigned to the Director of Estates.
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Senior academic and departmental support for TRAC processes can have a direct, positive impact upon
the efficiency of TRAC systems throughout institutions; for example, TAS collections may avoid the
need for excessive chasing of survey data given supportive and responsive input from heads of
department to validate and cleanse TRAC data efficiently.
The need to communicate directly with senior management and the academic community about the
benefits that TRAC brings was identified by TDG as a significant theme when the TRAC guidance was
redeveloped in 2014. To address these concerns, the TDG commissioned and released a guide10
targeted specifically at senior management within institutions. Participating institutions confirmed
that the guide had been well received within their own institutions – ultimately making a contribution
to increasing the efficiency of the management and governance of TRAC by enhancing understanding
of the benefits that TRAC brings to the sector.

10

www.hefce.ac.uk/media/TRAC%20A%20guide%20for%20Senior%20Managers%20and%20Governing%20Body%20memb
ers.pdf
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6 – ALIGNING ANNUAL TRAC AND TRAC(T)

This chapter considers whether it would be achievable for institutions to align annual TRAC and
TRAC(T) reporting. Under current arrangements, the annual TRAC submission deadline is set at the last
working day in January and the TRAC(T) submission on the last working day in February of the calendar
year following the reported academic year. Here we reflect on the benefits of producing both returns
together to support reasonableness checking and to gain efficiencies for the sign-off of the TRAC
results.

6.1 – Earlier TRAC(T) reporting
One area of widespread support for bringing forward TRAC reporting by the sector relates to the
TRAC(T) submission cycle.
TRAC(T) is currently reported one month after the Annual TRAC return. Traditionally, TRAC(T)
templates prefilled with the data on Funding Council-fundable FTEs have been made available to
institutions in early January once HEFCE (on behalf of the other funding councils) have received the
final HESA student data at the end of November. For the 2014-15 submission cycle, HEFCE piloted a
new approach in an attempt to provide institutions with access to their prefilled templates
significantly earlier.
Under the new approach, once the HESA student data was signed off by institutions (typically by early
to mid-October), the final TRAC(T) templates were generated and copied across to a location on the
HEFCE extranet for directors of finance and TRAC managers to access.
This enables work on TRAC(T) to be undertaken soon after submission of HESA Student returns. This
will therefore align with the Annual TRAC.
We explore below the opportunities identified for institutions to consider and estimate the efficiency
gains that could be/have been achieved by updating TRAC systems.

6.1.1 – Prefilling TRAC(T) templates
The project group expressed concerns that the most significant barrier to aligning Annual TRAC and
the TRAC(T) returns was the late availability of TRAC(T) templates.
To address this issue, HEFCE explored how to bring forward access to prefilled templates for English
and Northern Ireland HEIs and established a new approach for the 2014-15 submission cycle. A
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TRAC(T) output is generated as part of the IRIS11 and web-facility12 systems. The output allows English
and Northern Ireland institutions to check the data on the Funding-Council-fundable FTEs which will
be pre-populated in the TRAC(T) return prior to the final submission to HESA in October. For the
2014-15 submission cycle HEFCE developed a new way of accessing the data submitted through the
IRIS system which meant that the prefilled TRAC(T) templates could be created soon after the final
submission of the student data to HESA and much earlier than in previous years. This change has
enabled institutions to progress their TRAC(T) work earlier than ever before. Prefilled TRAC(T)
templates for Scottish HEIs were also released slightly earlier for the 2014-15 submission cycle (about
a week after the templates for English and Northern Ireland HEIs were made available).
The project group members did not quantify efficiency gains relating to receiving the prefilled TRAC(T)
templates earlier, however they did confirm that obtaining access earlier contributes significantly to
achieving earlier reporting.

6.1.2 – Opportunities to align TRAC and TRAC(T)
As a consequence of the pilot action taken by HEFCE during the 2014-15 submission cycle, there is an
opportunity for TRAC(T) to be submitted earlier and even the possibility for combining Annual TRAC
and TRAC(T) returns for future submission cycles.
The group agreed that aligning returns in this manner would be beneficial in terms of efficiency and
governance, reducing the need for cross-validating the two returns. Although many institutions
completed draft TRAC(T) returns in advance of submitting annual TRAC data, for the 2014-15
submission cycle, only 11 institutions submitted annual TRAC and TRAC(T) at the same time. However,
as outlined already, deadlines provide a focus for people to work to. Therefore, based on the
experience of the group and of the TRAC Support Unit the 11 institutions quoted here is unlikely to
represent the actual number of institutions that are able to report TRAC(T) alongside Annual TRAC.
The project group members estimated that modest efficiency gains could be achieved (assuming
additional meetings of TRAC Oversight Groups and time for head of institution sign-off can be
removed by combining TRAC templates/submissions) and that the efficiency savings would make a
positive contribution to achieving earlier completion.
Other benefits include gaining greater assurance about the reasonableness of Annual TRAC data by
reviewing TRAC(T) data concurrently.

11

IRIS is a system that connects the HESA data collection system with analysis systems at HEFCE. It allows institutions to
see funding analyses generated by HEFCE every time they submit data to HESA.
12
The web facility is a secure online tool that HEFCE provide to help English universities and colleges and Northern
Ireland universities return accurate data to HESA or the Data Service.
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7 – ACHIEVING EFFICIENCIES AND EARLIER TRAC REPORTING

Having worked through the examples presented above, institutions are encouraged to consider which
of the options could bring opportunities to gain efficiencies within your own TRAC system and
approach. Whether the efficiencies will also enable you to bring forward TRAC reporting within your
institution may take longer to assess, however in the meantime you can use the ideas presented in this
guide to identify some short term gains.

7.1 – Next steps
Institutions are encouraged to consider the options presented within this guide and assess whether
your own approach could become more efficient in terms of governance, design or operation.

7.2 – Where to start?
Prior to embarking on the journey of TRAC system redesign, you are advised to:


Review the ‘Easier Way’ guide, produced by TRAC practitioners to share examples of good
practice in advance of TDG releasing the new TRAC guidance. The document remains relevant
and valid to the current reporting process.



Plan ahead beyond the current submission cycle. It is accepted that the planning cycle may well
already be established for your next submission cycle – it is understood and acknowledged that
the earliest opportunity to re-resource your work programme could be greater than 12 months.



Consider whether your institution could take advantage of any disapplication of previous TRAC
requirements by undertaking a full self-assessment against the streamlined TRAC Statement of
Requirements at the earliest opportunity.



Share this guide with your TRAC Oversight Group and engage in debate with your TRAC Regional
Group to understand how other institutions are overcoming barriers to earlier/more efficient
TRAC reporting.

The table on the following pages summarises the options presented in each section of this document
and highlights potential efficiency gains against each theme graded as high (green), medium (amber)
and low (red). Institutions should use this as a checklist to identify the opportunities that they can
pursue to improve the efficiency of their TRAC processes.
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Theme

Governance
arrangements

Options

Potential for
Efficiency
gain (H/M/L)

Relevant to all
institutions?



Taking dispensation: Not all institutions
eligible to take dispensation from full TRAC
compliance decide to do so. If TRAC data is
not informing (or intended to inform
additional processes), institutions should
consider whether efficiencies could be
made by taking advantage pf dispensation.

H

N (institutions
with less than
£3.0m of
publicly funded
research)



TRAC governance structures: Establishing a
strong delivery plan is key to achieving
efficiencies in the TRAC process, together
with strong support and buy-in from the
Oversight Group. The timing of Oversight
Group meetings will drive efficiencies, but
using delegated authority to progress
actions in between meetings is essential to
keep driving forward.

M

Y



Signing off the TRAC submissions:
Completing TRAC returns ahead of
schedule will offer a longer period of
reasonableness checking, but does not
always result in an earlier TRAC submission
– closing off the TRAC submission window
earlier could free up time for other
responsibilities.

M

Y



Ensuring that TRAC data is reasonable:
Reviewing and agreeing the reasonableness
of TRAC drivers and data should not be
seen as a one-off process at the point of
compiling the TRAC return – timely sign-off
of datasets throughout the year will ease
pressure later in the submission cycle.

M

Y



Understanding, quantifying and taking
advantage of materiality: Where the
material impact of updating TRAC input
data is low, institutions can roll forward
assumptions, subject to periodic review,
rather than perform a full re-assessment
each year.

M

Y
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Theme

System design
and operation

Other factors
impacting on
the TRAC
process

Options

Potential for
Efficiency
gain (H/M/L)

Relevant to all
institutions?



Space data: Efficiencies could be achieved
by investing time with estates department
colleagues to obtain data required for TRAC
(space usage, weighting factors, balance
space, etc.).

H

Y



Time allocation data: Collecting and
validating time allocation survey data
requires significant volumes of input for
institutions – time invested in chasing
returns when the minimum response rate
has already been achieved could be
reduced to gain efficiencies. Transition to
workload planning for TRAC could also offer
efficiencies for TRAC processes where the
collection and validation of time data is
performed by HR or departmental
resources.

M

Y



Research facility costing: The new TRAC
guidance allows institutions to reduce the
number of mandatory research facilities to
be costed.

M

Y



Annual maintenance cycles: De-cluttering
TRAC systems should be an essential part of
the annual maintenance schedule;
institutions should not just focus on input
data when considering the reasonableness
of the TRAC output.

M

Y



Validating and reconciling TRAC data: Use
of existing datasets and draft data can give
access to TRAC data earlier in the
submission cycle. Using draft TRAC data
ahead of the submission cycle could also
bring additional utility to planners by
presenting additional sources of trend data.

M

Y



Tackling the perception of TRAC: Senior
buy-in for TRAC is essential to the efficiency
of the TRAC process within institutions.

M

Y
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Theme

Aligning Annual
TRAC and
TRAC(T)

Options

Potential for
Efficiency
gain (H/M/L)

Relevant to all
institutions?



Resources and competing priorities:
Competing priorities will always be an issue
for TRAC practitioners. Involvement in
complementary processes, completing the
HESA FSR for example, can bring additional
benefit around visibility of data ahead of
running through the TRAC model.

M

Y



Earlier TRAC(T) reporting: The most
significant benefit of producing a TRAC(T)
return alongside the Annual TRAC return is
that additional reasonableness checking of
taught student numbers can be achieved.

M

N (not Wales)

In progressing the items above, institutions are reminded of the need to check and confirm that they
remain in compliance with any updated requirements as their TRAC methodology evolves.
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Appendix A – LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
CPI

Consumer Price Index

EMR

Estates management record

fEC

Full economic cost

FSR

Financial Statistics Return (HESA)

FSSG

Financial Sustainability Strategy Group

FTE

Full-time equivalent

HE

Higher education

HEFCE

Higher Education Funding Council for England

HEI

Higher education institution

HESA

Higher Education Statistics Agency

MIP

Management Information Project

SQL

Structured query language

TAS

Time Allocation Survey

TDG

TRAC Development Group

TRAC

Transparent Approach to Costing

TRAC(T)

TRAC for Teaching

WLP

Workload planning
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